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If you are missing the clr.dll but are still getting a successful startup, this is probably indicating that the program that registers the runtime error message has been deleted. However, you have not deleted your clr.dll. This
error can indicate that a malware infection has already captured your computer and installed an infection key logger on your system. The malware might be responsible for stealing your clr.dll as well. In this case, you

should attempt to reset your anti-malware and anti-spyware programs. If you are missing the clr.dll, and you get a system crash instead of a runtime error message, this is likely due to bad sectors on your primary storage
device. It is advisable to replace this device with a new one. It is also possible that you have installed a virus infection on your computer. It can be very difficult to prevent this in windows, but one good reason to make sure

you are virus free. The clr.dll is quite common, and there are many legitimate reasons why someone can remove it. In this case, when a window is created, it does not create it with a clr.dll, it will simply try to load
whatever version is installed on your machine. The clr.dll that is registered by the window may have been removed, or it might be a version that is out of date, or a version that does not match your target framework
version. In the latter case, the computer might fail to load. You can try to resolve this by registering a new clr.dll by creating a new c:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319\clr.dll file, specifying the actual

version you want to use. Then navigate to the clr folder you specified and run regsvr32 c:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319\clr.dll
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